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Fundamental understanding and practical challenges
of anionic redox activity in Li-ion batteries
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Our increasing dependence on lithium-ion batteries for energy storage calls for continual improvements in the performance
of their positive electrodes, which have so far relied solely on cationic redox of transition-metal ions for driving the electrochemical reactions. Great hopes have recently been placed on the emergence of anionic redox—a transformational approach for
designing positive electrodes as it leads to a near-doubling of capacity. But questions have been raised about the fundamental
origins of anionic redox and whether its full potential can be realized in applications. In this Review, we discuss the underlying
science that triggers a reversible and stable anionic redox activity. Furthermore, we highlight its practical limitations and outline possible approaches for improving such materials and designing new ones. We also summarize their chances for market
implementation in the face of the competing nickel-based layered cathodes that are prevalent today.

T

oday’s society relies on electrochemical energy storage,
mainly rechargeable Li-ion batteries, to power portable
electronics and electric vehicles. With the ongoing technological revolution associated with mobile energy storage, renewable energy integration and connected objects, our dependence on
batteries will become greater than ever. As the global demand
for batteries soars, special focus remains on the popular Li-ion
technology, which surpasses its predecessors (lead–acid, nickel–
cadmium and nickel–metal hydride) in terms of energy density
(Wh L–1) and lifetime (years)1. The expectations are high, as costs
of Li-ion battery-packs are projected to drop below 100 euros per
kilowatt hour (€ kWh–1) by 20202.
This puts pressure on the Li-ion technology to preserve its
supremacy by continually improving in energy density and sustainability, bearing in mind that today’s cathodes are based on cobalt—a
chemical element with geopolitical and ethical concerns3. Towards
these goals, the recent discovery of anionic redox chemistry has
been effective4–6. This mechanism enables a nearly doubled energy
storage via electrochemical activity of ligands in Li-rich Mn-based
layered oxides, for example Li1.2Ni0.13Mn0.54Co0.13O2 (Li-rich NMC)
and Li1.2Ni0.2Mn0.6O2. These materials serve as cobalt-lean alternatives for replacing today’s LiCoO2 and LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2 (NMC
111) cathodes (Fig. 1)7–12. The transformational anionic redox
mechanism has thus emerged as a new paradigm for designing cathodes for high-energy Li-ion batteries13–15.
As with every discovery, anionic redox was also followed by
optimistic performance expectations together with a blooming
research activity aiming to fundamentally understand its origins.
Several years have passed, numerous papers have been published
and intense industrial efforts have been deployed, so that time
has come to assess whether this new paradigm will ever enable
the next generation of high-performance Li-ion batteries. This is
what this Review aims to answer. It will be structured as follows.
The history of anionic redox will first be revisited, followed by a
comprehensive pedagogical description of the underlying science.
Then after addressing the chemical and structural principles to
design new materials, the practical roadblocks of anionic-redoxbased Li-rich materials will be highlighted. Lastly, the merits of

such Li-rich cathodes will be compared against NMCs in terms of
real-world applications.

Emergence of anionic redox in electrode materials

Classical positive electrodes for rechargeable Li-ion batteries operate mainly through a lithium (de)insertion process involving cationic redox of transition-metal ions16. In the 1970s, lithium-free 3d
transition-metal chalcogenides (such as TiS2 and MoS2) were first
identified as lithium insertion hosts for developing Li-metal batteries17. To circumvent the safety risks concerning dendritic lithium
growth at the metallic-lithium negative electrode of these batteries,
the concept of Li-ion technology was proposed in 198018, with its
commercialization occurring in 199119. This breakthrough involved
the simultaneous replacement of lithium metal by carbonaceous
materials at the negative electrode, and of lithium-free insertion
hosts by lithium-based layered-oxide insertion compounds at the
positive electrode. These oxide electrodes offered an increased cell
potential owing to higher electronegativity of oxygen than sulfur.
Due to the success of Li-ion technology using layered oxide
cathodes, the original sulfide electrodes fell into oblivion despite
notable scientific advances extremely relevant to the present
Review, especially in laying out the history of anionic redox (Box 1).
Among them are the pioneering works by Rouxel et al.20,21 on
ligand–hole chemistry in sulfides, such as TiS3 or Ti4+S2–(S2)2– and
FeS2 or Fe2+(S2)2–. These materials show the possibility for sulfur
ligands to exist in a more oxidized state than S2– by virtue of the
relative positioning of metal d and ligand sp bands (Box 1). Besides
chalcogenides, the exacerbated capacity shown by highly covalent
transition-metal pnictide negative electrodes (LixMPn4, M = Ti,
V, Mn and similar metals; and Pn =N, P, As and so on) was also
explained by anionic redox activity of the (Pn4)n– units22.
Because oxides are less covalent than sulfides, anionic redox
in oxides was not initially envisaged. The successful preparation
of fully delithiated ‘Li0CoO2’, back in 199623, was therefore puzzling as Co was not fully oxidized to 4+, as deduced by magnetic
measurements24. Furthermore, based on the slight shortening of
O–O interplanar distances deduced by synchrotron diffraction, the
participation of oxygen in the redox reaction at high potential of
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Fig. 1 | Crystal structures and electrochemical properties of layered oxides. The structure of layered oxides, such as LiCoO2 (a), is compared with that of
Li-rich layered oxides, such as Li1.2Ni0.13Mn0.54Co0.13O2 (Li-rich NMC) (b) that is derived from Li2MnO3. The latter contains extra Li within the metal layers.
The corresponding voltage profiles (c and d) indicate a near-doubling of capacity and specific energy for the Li-rich phase due to cumulative cationic
and anionic redox processes that take place on charge and discharge, as indicated on the electrochemical curves by the nature of ions involved in the
redox processes.

LixCoO2 was proposed in 199925. This suggestion was supported by
early theoretical papers26,27 that predicted the feasibility of designing LiAl1–yCoyO2 wherein oxygen, rather than transition metals,
functions as the electron donor upon Li removal at high potential.
Moreover, a crude extrapolation of such calculations to the insulating LiAlO2 phase shows, as a chemist would expect, that the
extracted electron will have to come from the oxygen 2p orbitals
since Al3+ cannot be oxidized.
For whatever reasons, such an illicit redox participation of
oxygen in LixCoO2 at high potential remained overlooked by the
battery community for the next decade, despite being supported
by additional experimental papers probing the oxygen electronic
state (using X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS))28,29. This neglect was surprising,
as ligand–hole chemistry was well accepted for high-temperature
superconducting cuprates30 and continues to be studied in the
rare-earth nickelates31,32, also called ‘negative charge-transfer’
materials. The next example, as intriguing as the electrochemical preparation of Li0CoO2, came a few years later with the detection of electrochemical activity in Li2MnO3 allegedly involving
anionic redox, as the oxidation of octahedral Mn4+ ions in oxides
is believed to be impossible33,34. Li2MnO3, also expressed as
Li[Li1/3Mn2/3]O2, is made of Li layers sandwiched between MO2
(M = Li1/3Mn2/3) layers wherein one-third of Mn is replaced by
Li in a specific honeycomb-like arrangement4, hence leading to
compounds with excess Li that are termed Li-rich layered oxides.
Identifying the reaction mechanism of Li2MnO3 was complicated
by the need to go to high potential (above 4.5 V) to trigger electrochemical activity, therefore favouring electrolyte decomposition,
which was shown to occur in parallel with some irreversible loss
of lattice oxygen34,35.
Despite a limited performance and a complicated mechanism,
Li2MnO3 had the merit of allowing various chemical substitutions
aiming towards enhancing its performance. This saga, which began
with Ni2+ substitution leading to Li[Li(1/3–2x/3)NixMn(2/3–x/3)]O2 phases

that demonstrated reversible capacities over 230 mAh g–1 when
cycled to 4.8 V (ref. 36), later bloomed with the synthesis of numerous phases described as xLiMO2 · (1 – x)Li[Li1/3Mn2/3]O2 where
M =Ni, Mn, Co, Cr, Fe and so on. Standing out among these were
the high-capacity (over 250 mAh g–1) Li-rich NMCs having compositions similar to Li[Li0.2Ni0.13Mn0.54Co0.13]O237. These materials show
a peculiar two-step charge profile followed by a sloped S-shaped
discharge curve (Fig. 1d) in which the cationic redox activity could
only account for around half of the measured discharge capacity.
Researchers thus debated several possibilities—such as transitionmetal over-oxidation33, irreversible oxygen loss with surface densification35,38,39, Li+/H+ exchange34,40, Li2O removal with ‘MnO2-like’
activation37,41, oxygen release/re-accommodation42, oxygen redox
at the interphase43 and finally, reversible redox of bulk lattice oxygen4,6,44,45. All controversies have converged, and it is now well
accepted, on the basis of complementary experimental46–50 and theoretical51–53 works, that the extraordinary capacity offered by Li-rich
NMC is due to the cumulative contribution of both cationic and
anionic reversible redox processes in the bulk.
Such a unified view was made possible by first designing model
Li-rich compounds, namely lithium ruthenates Li2Ru1–ySnyO3 (ref. 5),
which are structurally and electrochemically similar to the Li-rich
NMC phases but have a simpler redox chemistry since Ru is the
only redox-active cation, in comparison to Li-rich NMCs which
contain three different redox-active cations (Ni, Co and Mn).
For these model electrodes, electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR)54, which detects single-spin or radical species, was used to
unambiguously detect ‘peroxo-like’ species in the charged materials, and this was further confirmed using O 1s XPS48. This finding
was firmly established with the visualization of O–O peroxo-like
dimers in the model Li-rich Li2IrO3 phases by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and neutron diffraction55. These experimental
proofs were further complemented by density functional theory
(DFT) calculations51–53,56, and by using theoretical tools such as the
projected density of states (PDOS) for identifying the cation/anion
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band positions, the Fukui function to identify redox centres55, and
the crystal orbital overlap population (COOP) plots to show O–O
bond formation52.
The demonstration of anionic redox in 4d- and 5d-based
model Li-rich cathodes served as a platform to assess whether this
scenario could be naturally extended to explain the complicated
charge compensation mechanism in Li-rich NMC. Providing a
straight answer was not easy, as direct TEM visualization of the
oxygen network, like that neatly done in Li2IrO3 to spot O–O
dimers, has not been possible in Li-rich NMC owing to the
absence of a clear structure projection. On the other hand, EPR
could not be used because of signal interferences between the
transition metals and oxygen. Lastly, XPS on charged samples of
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1990s. It was explained using schematic band diagrams (as
shown in panel a) that in highly covalent chalcogenides, the
transition-metal d band penetrates into the ligand sp band
so that some of the sp electrons are poured into the d band,
leaving behind holes—hence the terminology ligand–hole
chemistry20,21.
1999. The onset of oxygen redox was proposed at high
potential in LixCoO2, based on the observation of slightly
shortened O–O distances as deduced by synchrotron diffraction25 together with magnetic studies24. Such oxygen
activity was simultaneously endorsed by theorists via firstprinciples calculation of electron-density maps26,27 shown in
panel b.
2002–2008. Direct spectroscopic measurements of the ligand
electronic state confirmed oxygen redox-activity in LixCoO2
(through O K-edge XAS28 and O 1s XPS29) and sulfur redox in
LixTiOySz (through S 2p XPS67).
2002–2007. Early reports34 of electrochemical activity in
Li2MnO3 were followed by the works of several prominent
research groups leading to the discovery of high-capacity
Li-rich NMCs36,37, which can be visualized on a ternary phase
diagram (panel c) as combinations of Li2MnO3 and LiMO2
end-members.
2013–2015. The reversible activity of lattice oxygen was
proposed in Li-rich NMC based on a series of characterizations6,44,45, notably operando XAS measurement of transition-metal K-edges which indirectly showed that solely
cationic redox was insufficient to account for the overall charge
compensation.
2013–2015. Model Li-rich phases (Li2MO3 with M being Ru
and Ir) were designed5,55 which are isostructural with Li-rich
NMC and likewise show the typical staircase-like charge
and sloped discharge (panel d). Through XPS and EPR, the
appearance of (O2)n– species on charging was first proven,
before directly visualizing O–O dimers using TEM and
neutron diffraction.
2016. Reversible oxygen activity was experimentally proven
in Li-rich NMC through an arsenal of characterization techniques, with notably the use of 18O-labelled operando mass
spectrometry to quantify the amount of lattice oxygen released
as O2 and CO2 during first charge46.
2016. The anionic redox mechanism was theoretically rationalized in different types of 3d, 4d and 5d metal-based cathodes.
Such calculations revealed the importance of O 2p non-bonding
states (or Li–O–Li configurations in panel e, top), the conditions for O–O shortening, and the reductive coupling mechanism (panel e, bottom) to achieve reversible anionic redox51–53.
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Li-rich NMC could show the appearance of oxidized lattice oxygen, but doubts still remained because of the limited probe-depth
of in-house XPS48. This is no longer the case, thanks to recent
measurements using hard-XPS (or HAXPES)49 with higher probedepths, and bulk-sensitive O K-edge XAS measurements46,47,50,
which showed that the anionic redox activity in Li-rich NMC is
truly a bulk process.
Altogether, the aforementioned contributions have initiated a
new era in battery research that views anionic redox as a transformational change for creating advanced electrode materials, and several new ones have already been found. As the field expands, there is
a need to return to fundamentals and provide a theoretical rationale
for the underlying science, as addressed next.
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Science underlying the anionic redox chemistry

In the band structure of insertion compounds, the Fermi level (EF)
can be related to their electrochemical redox potential such that
holes above EF and electrons below EF form a redox couple16. The
band structure of Li-based transition-metal oxides simply considers
orbital overlaps between the transition-metal d orbitals and the oxygen p orbitals resulting in bonding (M–O) and antibonding (M–O)*
bands having, respectively, strong ligand and metal characters
(Fig. 2a–c). The energy difference between (M–O) and (M–O)*,
also called the charge transfer term Δ, depends on the electronegativity difference Δχ between M and O. The charge transfer term
reflects the iono-covalent character of the M–O bonds: for example,
Δ decreases (lower ionicity) on replacing O with less electronegative S, and this trend continues from S towards Te. For classical
cathodes, their redox process involves solely the (M–O)* band
(often called the ‘d band’ for simplicity’s sake) having strong metal
character (Fig. 2c), hence the term cationic redox.
Recently, theorists have recognized the occurrence of nonbonding oxygen states in the band structure of Li-rich materials
through simple Lewis descriptions52. The Lewis configuration of
O2– enlists one 2s and three 2p doublets, the former being redoxinactive by lying deep in energy. In contrast, the higher-energy O
2p doublets participate in M–O bond formation, with the degree of
involvement being structure-dependent. All three 2p orbitals engage
in M–O bond formation in classical layered LiMO2 (O/M = 2,
Fig. 2d), unlike in structures having higher O/M ratios, such as lithium-rich Li2MO3 (Fig. 2e). Indeed, in Li2MnO3-type structures, one
of the O 2p orbitals (the one pointing towards Li in the Li1/3M2/3O2
layer) is weakly bonded because of its relatively small overlap with
the Li 2s orbital. Hence, it behaves like an O non-bonding state and
is located above the stabilized (M–O) bonding band (Fig. 2c). Note
that it is also sometimes called ‘orphaned’ or ‘unhybridized’ O 2p
state, or ‘O lone-pair’, or ‘Li–O–Li’ configuration, or the ‘b1* state’ in
C2v point-group symmetry—leading to unnecessary confusion arising from semantics46,51,53,57.
Why is this O non-bonding state electrochemically so interesting? Simply because it offers, besides the usual (M–O)* band, a second band for removing extra electrons and gaining capacity without
the risk of structural destabilization, unlike in classical systems
(Fig. 2d) where extra electrons can only come from the stabilized
(M–O) bonding bands once (M–O)* is emptied. Triggering such
a two-band redox process depends on the respective positions of
(M–O)* antibonding and O 2p non-bonding bands.
To better assess the band positioning, we first need to introduce
the d–d Coulomb interaction term U, usually not explicitly sketched
by battery chemists but frequently used by solid-state physicists
to characterize the on-site electron repulsion within the d orbitals58. This term, which tends to favour on-site localized electrons
as opposed to the kinetic energy, splits the partially filled (M–O)*
band (called Mott–Hubbard splitting), resulting in empty upperand filled lower-Hubbard bands (UHB and LHB respectively,
Fig. 2f). More quantitatively, U is inversely proportional to
the orbital volume and hence strongly depends on the d metal
involved. Therefore, it increases from left to right of the periodic
table (Tin+→Nin+) because of orbital contraction, and it decreases
from 3d to 5d transition-metals due to orbital expansion.
The position of LHB with respect to the O 2p non-bonding band
thus depends on the relative values of U versus Δ, giving rise to three
different scenarios (Fig. 2f–h)53. First, for U << Δ, a situation that
widely applies to oxides and fluorides with highly ionic (large Δ)
M–L bonds (L =ligand), electrons are exchanged from the filled
LHB (Fig. 2f) as in the classical one-band cationic redox scenario.
Turning to the opposite situation of highly correlated systems with
U >> Δ (Fig. 2h), the one-band redox process still persists, but with
the electrons now directly removed from the non-bonding O 2p
band sitting above the filled LHB. This situation creates, owing to

the high chemical hardness of localized non-bonding O 2p states,
highly reactive On– species that may de-coordinate from the metallic network through reductive elimination or by attacking the electrolyte. This leads to partially irreversible processes as observed for
Li2MnO3 (refs 34,35) and related Li-rich NMCs38,46,59, or Li4FeTeO6
(ref. 60) and Li4FeSbO6 (ref. 61) cathodes. For Li-rich NMCs, to what
extent do the surrounding Mn4+ cations stabilize the On– species,
as recently proposed46? Certainly not fully, as oxygen loss is always
evidenced when these materials undergo the first charge plateau.
Note that this simultaneous O and Li removal obviously modifies
the initial band structure of Li-rich NMCs, which may afterwards
become more favourable for reversible anionic redox and/or the
formation of O–O dimers. Capturing such dynamic changes of the
band structure requires further DFT development.
Lastly, the middle situation of U/2 ≈ Δ (Fig. 2g) results in overlapping LHB and O 2p non-bonding bands, which are both available for electrochemical activity that can occur either sequentially
(Li2–xRuO3)62 or simultaneously (Li2–xIrO3)55,63 resulting in a doubled
capacity. In this case, removal of electrons leads to a degenerated
Fermi level which is unstable. To circumvent this instability, the
degeneracy is lifted via either Jahn–Teller or Peierls distortions that
consist of oxygen network reorganization and lowering of symmetry to shorten some O–O distances and to enable the emergence of
stabilizing M–(O2)n– interactions53. Such stabilization of the peroxolike O–O dimers through covalent interactions from the transition metal was previously termed ‘reductive coupling’5,52, drawing
an analogy with coordination chemistry. The above description
explains the experimentally observed distortion of MO6 octahedra
in Li2IrO3 (refs 55,63) and Li2RuO3 (refs 56,62). We thus have a unique
situation in which the electrons are partially removed from the
anion’s non-bonding band, hence the term anionic redox. This is
totally different from highly delithiated LixCoO2, in which O appears
redox-active, as deduced by Bader charge calculations26, XAS28 or
XPS29 analyses, simply because of high covalence that imparts a significant O character to the redox-active (M–O)* band. We therefore
caution against calling this situation ‘anionic redox’, because it basically remains just a one-band process offering no extra capacity.
Overall, in light of these band diagrams, the situation of interest for extra capacity requires U/2 ≈ Δ, thus opening the door for
materials designers to play with the delicate balance between Δ and
U by properly choosing metal–ligand combinations. In contrast,
the situation that they should definitely avoid is the one corresponding to irreversible O2 loss. Theorists have thoroughly explored this
frontier by calculating the enthalpy of the oxygen loss reaction
(LixMO3 → LixMO3–δ + δ/2 O2) as a function of Li content for all
3d, 4d and 5d metals. Their calculations highlight that the difficulty
in avoiding this prohibited situation is greater with 3d metals than
with 4d or 5d ones53,64. Although such a theoretical conclusion is
pessimistic considering raw material costs, we should not give up
on 3d metals, and various engineering strategies to slow down the
oxygen loss in Li-rich NMC are already being pursued7,65.
For the sake of completeness, we emphasize that neither
high covalence nor the presence of ligand non-bonding p bands
is an individually sufficient condition to ensure reversible anionic
redox. For example, concerning covalence, although early XAS
measurements on TiS2 showed66 a strong redox involvement of S, it
was simply due to the high ligand character of antibonding (M–S)*
states because of high covalence, and it does not give extra capacity
through what we herein call the anionic redox process. Likewise,
for non-bonding O 2p states, they also exist in polyanionic compounds, such as LiFePO4 or LiFeSO4F, that solely show cationic
redox because such states are too deep in energy (too far from EF) to
be redox-active in these ionic structures.
Although the above picture is built around oxides, it also fully
rationalizes the early works on chalcogenides. For instance, in
the tri-sulfide TiS3, electrochemical Li uptake first accompanies
Nature Energy | www.nature.com/natureenergy
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Taking Mott–Hubbard splitting into account, the Li2MO3 band structure is further classified under three cases (f–h), depending on the interplay between
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distortion, leading to short O–O distances. In contrast, this is not possible in case 3 (h), which shows irreversible anionic redox, leading to O2 gas release
upon electron removal.

the disappearance of S–S dimers via anionic reduction of (S2)2– +
2e– ↔ 2S2–, followed by Ti4+/3+ reduction, as neatly evidenced by ex
situ XPS measurements67. Put simply, Ti4+ in TiS3 cannot satisfy the
S2– state (Ti6+ is not possible), thus triggering a structural distortion to remix the empty S 3p non-bonding levels and to form (S2)2–
dimers which eventually stabilize the TiS2–(S2)2– structure in which
(S2)2– can be electrochemically reduced as shown above. Let us recall
that such anion–anion interactions can go far beyond just dimers in
a highly covalent lattice such as IrTe2 (or Ir3+(Te3/2–)2), which demonstrates a Te–Te sublattice polymerization to form a ‘polymerized
CdI2-type’ structure20,21,68. Although satisfactorily describing Li-rich
oxides and chalcogenides, the overall explanation relying on filled
non-bonding ligand states will be continually challenged with the
discovery of new materials showing unexpected features. Note that,
reports of anionic redox in Na-poor Na2/3[Mg0.28Mn0.72]O2, also
having non-bonding O 2p states (those pointing towards Mg), neatly

fall into the framework discussed above69. However, recent claims
of oxygen activity in similar structures containing neither alkali
(Li+, Na+) nor alkaline-earth (Mg2+) cations in the MO2 layers, and
thus having apparantly no non-bonding O 2p states, are intriguiging and demand further scutiny (ref. 70). Besides pinning down the
anionic redox mechanism, theory has also provided guidance in the
search for new high-capacity materials that are discussed next.

Widening the spectrum of oxide electrodes

In light of the anionic redox mechanism established above, the ability to tune the relative position of cationic versus anionic levels is
sorely needed for solid-state chemists to uncover new anionic-redox
materials. The preferred approach of chemical substitutions, which
has already marked the successful 25-year-long journey of layered
oxide cathodes from the simple LiCoO2 towards LiNixMnyCo1–x–yO2
(NMCs) and Li[Li1–x–y–zNixMnyCoz]O2 (Li-rich NMCs), could again
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Fig. 3 | Materials exploration pathway for Li-rich oxides. Cathode materials that have anionic redox activity are shown as a function of their O/M ratio
(top horizontal axis, increasing from left to right). The local structure around oxygen is displayed in the top row to highlight the increasing amount of O 2p
non-bonding states when going from LiMO2 to Li-rich compositions of Li2MO3, Li3MO4 and so on. The vertical axis on the left simultaneously monitors the
dimensionality of the M–O network in the long-range structure (decreasing from top to bottom). The best candidates known today can be found within
the quadrant delimited by 2.5 ≤ O/M ≤4 and a dimensionality ranging from 2D to 3D. Curved dashed lines demarcate the composition–dimensionality
boundaries beyond which finding Li-rich materials seems unfeasible. Lastly, the bottom right corner of this plot is rich in known compositions, with most of
them unfortunately being unstable against O2 release, besides the fact that their structure consists of isolated MOy units.

be fruitful here. Lithium-rich NMCs were subjected to intense
chemical manipulations aiming performance enhancement, which
enlisted partial substitutions of 3d metals for Cr, Al, Ti, Mo and so
on, alkali Li for Na and K, and even of O for F, as comprehensively
listed in other reviews7–9,11. The quest for anionic redox cathodes
beyond Li-rich NMC went naturally in the direction of increasing the Li-rich character (Fig. 3), resulting in a wide variety of new
materials with versatile compositions, crystal-structure dimensionality and structural order/disorder, the most interesting of which
are discussed herein, whereas a complete listing can be found in
other reviews14,15,57,71,72.
Owing to the richness of the layered rock-salt Li2MO3 family,
great effort was initially put into exploring elements other than 3d
metals such as Mn. This led to the work on 4d and 5d metals giving
rise to ruthenates (Li2RuO3) and iridates (Li2IrO3) that show capacities exceeding 230 mAh g–1 (refs 5,55). The Li2MO3 family was further explored by designing phases of the general formula Li4MM′
O6, within which M and M′can be selected from di-, tri-, tetra-,
penta- or hexavalent cations as long as their valence sum equals
eight. Examples include Li4Fe2+Te6+O6 (ref. 60) and Li4Fe3+Sb5+O6
(ref. 61), which copiously release gas; and Li4Ni2+Te6+O6 (ref. 73),

which does not show anionic participation, hence revealing the
delicate balance between anionic redox and O2 release. A particular attention was dedicated to the model Li2(Ru,M)O3 system containing either (Mn4+)4 or d0 (Ti4+, Zr4+)74,75 and d10 (Sn4+)5 metals
as substituents. Through these works and especially by comparing
the Sn- and Ti-substituted phases, it could be deduced that voltage
fade was exacerbated in the latter and mainly rooted in the migration of small-sized (hence more mobile) Ti ions from octahedral
sites, together with their capture in tetrahedral sites74. These works
therefore provided a chemical clue to mitigate voltage fade—that
is, incorporation of large-sized cations such as Sn, which unfortunately has so far been difficult to implement in the synthesis of
Li-rich NMC.
Another interesting chemical direction, driven by the willingness
to probe the effect of modifying the crystal structure on the anionic
redox reactivity, involved the testing of various disordered rock-salt
structures having an excess amount of Li (ref. 14). Such compounds
with Li/M ratio greater than 1 are derived from Li2TiO3 (refs 76,77),
Li3NbO4 (refs 76,78), Li4MoO5 (refs 79–81) or Li5ReO6 (ref. 79), by partially substituting the d0 metal cations with 3d metal-ions having a
non-d0 configuration for both weight minimization and electronic
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conductivity enhancement, as the unsubstituted phases are highly
insulating. Within this context, numerous Li-rich Li2–x–yNbxMyO2
(M =V, Mn, Fe, Co and Ni) systems were tested. The most interesting results were obtained with the disordered rock-salt composition
of Li1.3Nb0.3Mn0.4O2, which reaches capacities of 300 mAh g–1 at 50 °C
(refs 76,78). Although demonstrating a high capacity, applicationwise, such disordered rock-salt phases show sluggish kinetics with
moderate capacity retention, probably due to the total intermixing
of Li, Nb and 3d-metal cations, which prevents well-defined 3D Li
diffusion pathways. Similar limitations are also present for the socalled ‘Li4Mn2O5’ disordered rock-salt phase82. Interestingly, theoretical predictions had been more optimistic about Li diffusion in
Li-excess disordered phases83, and hence further work is needed.
The effect of 2D versus 3D structures on the anionic redox systems was elucidated by further exploring polymorphism in Li2IrO3,
which exhibits a layered 2D α-Li2IrO3 polymorph and a 3D β-Li2IrO3
polymorph. This 3D compound was shown to reversibly exchange
two Li per transition-metal atom via insertion mechanism with good
capacity retention and high rate capability at room temperature63.
Moreover, such a large activity results from joint reversible cationic
and anionic redox processes, as deduced from complementary XPS,
TEM and neutron diffraction experiments supported by DFT calculations. This discovery hence ended the long-held belief that anionic
redox process could solely exist in layered (2D) materials. Unlocking
this dimensionality constraint has broadened the possibilities for
designing high energy-density electrodes based on anionic redox,
since 3D oxides form a large class of existing materials.
Driven by the rationale that increasing the number of O 2p nonbonding states should increase the capacity of Li-rich materials,
another recently developed direction has been to design materials
with Li/M or O/M ratios greater than 2 and 3 respectively, that is,
departing from Li2MO3 and moving towards Li3MO4, Li4MO5 and so
on. Note that all such compositions can be expressed as Li1+yM1–yO2
(for example, y =1/3 for Li2MO3 and y =1/2 for Li3MO4) where y
also represents the fraction of non-bonding O 2p states (for example, 1 out of 3 in Li2MO3). With this strategy, the most interesting behaviour was obtained through the design of a new layered
Li3–xIrO4 compound84 from which two Li could be removed through
a charge compensation process solely involving anionic oxidation
to produce a LiIrO4 phase which, upon further delithiation, irreversibly released O2. However, by limiting the charge process to
x =2, such a phase could reversibly exchange 3.5e– per transitionmetal atom by means of an intercalation mechanism. The resulting
cumulative activity of anionic (LiIr5+O4 ↔ Li3Ir5+O4) and cationic
(Li3Ir5+O4 ↔ Li4.5Ir4+/3+O4) redox processes led to a nearly stable
reversible capacity of 356 mAh g–1 for at least 25 cycles, with a part
of it coming at low potential. This new approach is appealing, but it
must be realized that pushing oxygen redox brings about complications, because highly oxidized MOy materials become increasingly
unstable towards O2 release or even decomposition, as reported for
Li3RuO4. This is because the poorly connected 1D chain structure
of Li3RuO4 is unable to hold together after Li extraction85. In this
regard, Fig. 3 demonstrates a clear trend towards lower-dimensional
structures as Li/M and O/M ratios are pushed up to increase the
amount of O 2p non-bonding states, ultimately leading to 0D structures such as Li3NbO4 or Li4MoO5, which have isolated Nb4O16 clusters or isolated Mo2O10 units respectively, while the extreme cases
of Li5ReO6 and Li7RuO6 show isolated MO6 octahedra. As such 0D
structures are not good candidates for conductive and stable cathodes for lithium (de)insertion, the O/M ratio cannot be arbitrarily
pushed, and there is a need to find a trade-off between extra capacity and structural stability against O2 release. This is a difficult task,
as we want to use light and practical 3d metals, but their stability
is not supported by theoretical predictions53,64. Alternatively, the
upper limits of the O/M ratio may be breached by moving beyond
insertion hosts to design fundamentally different conversion-type

electrodes that have small amounts of transition metal. Along that
line, it is worth mentioning the emergence of nanocomposite electrodes such as ‘Co-doped Li2O’86,87,. They function mainly by solidphase anionic redox, that is, Li2O (s) ↔ Li2O2 (s) ↔ LiO2 (s), while
avoiding O2 (g) release thanks to an overcharge-preventing shuttle.
Although they are attractive in terms of specific energy, further
studies are awaited to evaluate their real-world potential.
This materials discovery pathway (Fig. 3), together with the
adoption of new characterization techniques by the battery community to detect specifically the electrochemical activity of oxygen
(Box 2), has enabled the exploration of many facets that govern the
anionic redox process, such as disorder, dimensionality, O/M ratio
and stability against O2 release. Despite such a prolific chemistry,
the most interesting materials so far rely on 4d or 5d rather than
3d metals, thereby resulting in model materials for fundamental
studies rather than practical compounds. Nevertheless, these model
compounds have enabled the establishment of a sound scientific
platform for rationalizing the design of future anionic-redox-based
cathodes. Moreover, they have helped in unravelling the origins of
practical roadblocks in Li-rich cathodes, as we touch upon next.

Practicability of anionic redox in Li-rich cathodes

After witnessing how the promise of higher capacity from anionic
redox triggered the design of new cathodes with compositional and
structural versatility, we next evaluate their practicability for realworld applications in which higher capacity is just one of several
stringent requirements. Besides showing higher capacity, a new
cathode must also outperform the existing ones in terms of rate
capability, energy efficiency and cycling stability, while staying
competitive in cost and safety. Worth mentioning is the need for
updated electrochemical testing protocols beyond classical cathodes
(Box 3), focusing specifically on the unique electrochemical properties that concern anionic redox compounds.
Let’s start with the popular Li-rich NMC, which still awaits commercial success despite years of academic and industrial efforts, and
for which we can spot practical issues right from the first cycle. Its
characteristic two-stepped first charge profile (recall Fig. 1d) starts
with a classical intercalation-type cationic redox step that is problem-free88,89, followed by an anionic redox plateau that terminates
with irreversible gas release46,59. Besides being an obvious source of
parasitic reactions that affect cell-life, such irreversibility also calls
for over-balanced (heavier) full cells. Moreover, anionic oxidation
permanently modifies the electrochemistry, inducing S-shaped
charge/discharge curves. Although a large capacity is delivered via
combined cationic–anionic redox activity once this sloped profile
stabilizes, a substantial voltage hysteresis (>400 mV) remains, thus
penalizing energy efficiency (Fig. 4a). This hysteresis is of thermodynamic rather than of kinetic origins—that is, it does not vanish
at near-zero current88,90—and results in asymmetric charge versus
discharge dQ/dV profiles. It therefore leads to path dependence
that complicates state-of-charge (SoC) management. Because hysteresis decreases the energy efficiency, causing energy wastage in
every cycle (presumably dissipated as heat), it becomes a cost issue
especially for large-scale applications such as electric vehicles and
stationary storage91. Therefore, this feature, which was also a nail in
the coffin for the much-hyped conversion-based anodes, should not
be ignored for Li-rich NMC.
Only a few studies have tried to understand the fundamental
origins of hysteresis. Among them are voltage window experiments10,49,88 that showed how anionic oxidation at high potential
corresponds to a reduction at substantially lower potential. Nuclear
magnetic resonance measurements92, complemented by phasechange90 and lattice-gas93 models, claimed reversible cationic
migration to be correlated with voltage hysteresis. Whether such
a correlation implies causation remains open for debate, especially
over extended cycling. Interestingly, a recent study also pointed
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Box 2 | New paradigms in characterization techniques for anionic redox

Characterizing anionic redox calls for specific structural and spectroscopic techniques that often require access to large instruments107.
Structural characterization. Neutron diffraction is very
sensitive to light elements and can accurately assess the atomic
positions within a structure, hence allowing the quantification of
interatomic distances to spot the O–O dimers, provided that such
species exhibit long-range ordering and that stacking faults are
at a minimum. Panel a shows the refined crystal-structure of
α-Li2–xIrO3 for x =1.5, and panel b shows the distorted IrO6
octahedra in β-Li2–xIrO3 for x =1.0 (refs 55,63). Electron diffraction
and annular bright-field scanning transmission electron micro
scopy (ABF-STEM) are elegant ways to visualize the O–O
shortening directly, as shown for α-Li2–xIrO3, x =1.5 in panel c
(ref. 55). ABF-STEM imaging requires high sample stability against
electron-beam irradiation, unlike electron diffraction, which can
be applied to more fragile structures that are typically obtained
after charging. An ultimate goal would be to combine STEM with
electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS), to map the electronic
states of individual oxygen and transition metal atoms. Note that
the above techniques are suitable only for crystalline materials,
whereas O–O distance determination is still awaited in lessordered materials via local structural techniques, such as pair
distribution function (PDF) analysis of diffraction data.
Characterizing the charge compensation mechanism. A
powerful technique for measuring changes in the ligand’s electronic
state for a variety of battery materials is X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS)29,48,67. However, it remains surface-sensitive.
This drawback can partially be overcome with hard-XPS
(HAXPES), through which higher-energy synchrotron X-rays
can reveal bulk information (panel d shows On– species in fully
charged Li-rich NMC)49. Note that HAXPES can only detect the
On– species, without the possibility of further revealing its nature.
Moreover, operando HAXPES is yet to be developed. On the other
hand, electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, which
detects radical or unpaired-spin species, is bulk-sensitive with
operando capabilities for quantitatively probing the (O2)n– species
as well as for visualizing their nucleation by EPR imaging whose
spatial resolution needs further improvement (panel eshows the

first discharge process of Li2Ru0.75Sn0.25O3)54. EPR requires that the
sample is not exceedingly metallic, the interfering signals from
transition-metals are absent, and the (O2)n– species are EPR-active.
Therefore, complementary characterizations may be needed.
Soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy (soft-XAS) at the O K-edge
is also used frequently46,47,76, but a common pitfall is encountered
when correlating the intensity changes in O K-edge XAS spectra
with the holes on oxygen, because of hybridization between O 2p
and transition metal nd levels107. Moreover, the choice of detection
mode is crucial for obtaining true bulk information, for which
soft-XAS-based scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM)
has emerged as a more suitable method for revealing the redox
mechanisms along with particle-level inhomogeneities. Panel g
shows the bulk sensitivity of STXM unlike other detection-modes
(such as total electron yield (TEY), total flouroscence yield (TFY)
or flouroscence yield X-ray microscopy (FY-XRM)), and its ability
to clearly spot the signature of anionic redox in Li-rich NMC,
as marked by red arrow50. Further theoretical developments
are awaited to fully interpret the O K-edge XAS spectra. In
contrast, soft-XAS measurements of transition metal L-edges
unambiguously provide their oxidation states108, which can then
indirectly be used to discuss the anionic redox activity76,78. Resonant
inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) can also characterize oxygen
holes, as neatly done in rare-earth nickelates32. A handful of RIXS
measurements on Li-rich cathodes have already been reported46,50,
but more rigorous implementations are awaited. On the other
hand, operando measurement of transition metal K-edges with
hard-XAS is technically simpler45,56. Moreover, when performed in
transmission mode encompassing an ensemble of particles, it can
provide an accurate quantification of change compensation (panel
f shows the deconvoluted fifth cycle of Li2Ru0.75Sn0.25O3)62.
Lastly, one can experimentally reconstruct the density of states
of Li-rich cathodes near EF, as recently achieved for perovskiteoxides and 3d-metal fluorides, by combining XAS, X-ray emission
spectroscopy (XES) and valence-band XPS107. The U and Δ
terms can thus be quantified, leading to a harmonization of the
theoretical framework governing the anionic redox chemistry that
was presented in Fig. 2.
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Box 3 | How to evaluate the practicability of new anionic redox cathodes

Anionic redox cathodes show unique electrochemical properties,
distinguishing them from classical insertion cathodes, which must
be evaluated consistently for the sake of correct comparison and
practical evaluation.
Voltage hysteresis. Voltage profiles should be measured at a low
C-rate (slower than C/50) or with galvanostatic or potentiostatic
intermittent titration techniques (GITT/PITT) to check for a
quasi-thermodynamic path-dependence. In this case, the dQ/dV
charge profiles will not mirror the discharge profiles, and voltage
window experiments49,88 are recommended. Moreover, the lowered
energy efficiency91 should be reported.
Electrochemical kinetics. To check whether sluggish kinetics
accompanies anionic redox, the charge-transfer resistance and
Li diffusion coefficient should be measured as a function of Li

out the correlation between anionic redox and cation migration,
claiming a coupling between the two effects50. It must, however, be
recalled that cationic migration is in fact a consequence of unstable
structure after anionic oxidation. Along that line, combined spectroscopic (HAXPES and XAS) and electrochemical characterizations have recently demonstrated a direct association of anionic
redox with voltage hysteresis (Fig. 4c)49,94. It was additionally established, by linking the electrochemical impedance of Li-rich NMC
to its charge-compensation mechanism, that anionic redox also suffers from sluggish kinetics at high as well as at low potentials, in
contrast to the fast cationic redox (Fig. 4c)49. As a combined consequence of voltage hysteresis and sluggish kinetics, the overall polarization in Li-rich cathodes becomes large. As of today, a remaining
fundamental question, which calls for theoretical developments,
is why anionic redox is correlated with the issues of hysteresis
and sluggish kinetics. A plausible hypothesis could be the energyconsuming (hence sluggish) short-range atomic movements associated to the repeated anionic-redox-driven migration of transition
metal ions and/or to the repeated formation/breaking of O–O
dimers upon charge/discharge. Therefore, structural flexibility of
the oxygen network can be envisaged as a key requirement to counter these issues.
On the experimental side, hysteresis in Li-rich NMC has not
been overcome despite numerous chemical strategies attempted
(see other reviews7–9,11). Interestingly, this issue is still present but
less severe (~200 mV) in 4d-based Li-rich material Li2Ru0.75Sn0.25O3
(LRSO) (Fig. 4a), in which hysteresis was further shown to be
clearly triggered at high potential at which anionic redox occurs95.
Moreover, similar to Li-rich NMC but less severe, an asymmetry in
dQ/dV profiles exists for LRSO, and it arises from anionic redox, as
visualized via operando XAS that enabled a decoupling of cationic–
anionic processes in the dQ/dV plot (see panel f in Box 2)62. Besides
hysteresis, the LRSO model system also aided the elucidation
of sluggish anionic kinetics via electroanalytical measurements
(Fig. 4b)95. Overall, the similar findings between Li-rich NMC
(3d-based practical system) and LRSO (4d-based model system),
regarding the detrimental role of anionic redox in triggering hysteresis and sluggish kinetics, are intriguing, especially because
other anionic redox cathodes also seem to show similar or worse
limitations. For example, the promising low-cost, high-capacity
Li1.2Mn0.4Ti0.4O2 rock-salt composition exhibits a huge voltage difference between charge and discharge even at 50 °C (Fig. 4a, bottom), reminiscent of both sluggish kinetics and hysteresis76. The
only exceptions to these limitations are the Li2IrO3 polymorphs, as
they show superimposing charge–discharge voltage curves (Fig. 4a,
top)55,63. Overall, depending on the chemical composition and covalence, the interplay between cationic and anionic redox processes

content via three-electrode impedance or other electroanalytical
methods49,95. In addition, recording dQ/dV profiles at different
C-rates (for example, Fig. 4b) may provide a simple visual cue for
sluggish kinetics of certain redox peaks.
Cyclability. Capacity retention, a common metric for cyclability,
can be remarkable for anionic redox cathodes such as optimized Li-rich
NMCs, but it does not automatically imply voltage stabilization65,97,101.
Therefore, voltage fade should be reported as average charge and
discharge voltages versus cycle number, in accordance with previous
recommendations10,96. Furthermore, while comparing different
mitigation strategies, let us recall that some treatments unintentionally
lead to capacity reduction (thereby lower extent of delithiation) and
hence voltage fade ‘appears’ to ameliorate, but in reality this is just
because the material is not being oxidized fully.

governs the practically important properties of kinetics and hysteresis in Li-rich materials.
Unlike these two relatively new concepts, the early identified
drawback of voltage fade in Li-rich NMC, which gradually lowers its energy output and complicates SoC management, has been
extensively investigated7,10. It is now well-established that voltage
fade is promoted in Li-rich NMC at high potential where anions
are redox-active49,96, with the same effect further validated in the
LRSO model system95. Moreover, LRSO helped in discovering a
mitigation strategy via Sn-stabilized Li2RuO3, which shows remarkably reduced voltage fade (Fig. 4d) in contrast to the Ti-substituted
case74. This was explained by the gradual capturing of small-sized
Ti ions inside tetrahedral sites over long cycling. The same rationale
accounts for voltage fade in Li-rich NMC, owing to the small size
of Mn ions which promote a gradual ‘layered to spinel’ transition
assisted by oxygen loss when cycled at high potentials10,89. Various
chemical strategies, ranging from surface modification and chemical substitution to electrolyte additives, were pursued to solve voltage fade in Li-rich NMC, as listed in other reviews7–9,11. Some of
these methods do indeed slow the voltage fade, but fully eliminating
it seems impossible (Fig. 4e)65,97.
Lastly, these materials show poor stability when charged to high
potentials to gain extra anionic capacity that eventually triggers
oxygen release—an effect briefly touched on above. Such a correlation between high activity and poor stability is not astonishing,
as the same is witnessed in other electrochemical systems, such as
water-splitting catalysts98. The typical anionic activation plateau
observed during the first charge of Li-rich NMCs, which triggers
lattice oxygen release, is an early indicator of instability, and oxygen
release could be hypothesized to continue in later cycles, although
at a slower rate because of oxygen-blocking surface reconstruction.
Hence, there is an impetus for particle-level design strategies, for
example core–shell or concentration-gradient particles, to protect
the material’s bulk against oxygen release. Even the disordered rocksalt phases are not stable over long cycling76,78,81,82. So far, the most
promising system is the model β-Li2IrO3 phase which allows complete Li removal, highlighting the importance of 3D structures as
an encouraging future direction for stable anionic redox cathodes63.
In summary, the practical viability of Li-rich cathodes is closely
tied to the anionic redox process, and therefore mitigation strategies
must directly target it. The drawbacks of these cathodes do not rule
them out completely, as this is just a question of matching the right
cathode to the right application.

Perspectives and conclusions

Thanks to theoretical and experimental advances, the anionic redox
concept has matured, but not yet enough to reach the marketplace.
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(lowest panel in a). Using the model Li2Ru0.75Sn0.25O3 cathode, the sluggish kinetics of anionic redox is revealed (as shown in b) by recording the voltage
profiles at increasing C-rates. A large polarization is seen for the anionic reduction peak95 that is located at high potential62. The cationic/anionic charge
compensation is more complicated in Li-rich NMC (c), but the same trend of slow kinetics is observed at potentials where anionic redox activity is
found.49 Concerning voltage fade, the stabilized voltage profile in the model Li2Ru0.75Sn0.25O3 system is compared against Li2Ru0.75Ti0.25O3 (d) that shows an
aggravated voltage fade (marked by thick arrows)74. In contrast, a significant voltage fade persists even in a state-of-the-art surface-modified Li-rich NMC
(e).65 Data for Li1.2Mn0.4Ti0.4O2 in a taken from ref. 76 (NPG). Panels adapted from: b, ref. 95 (ECS); d, ref. 74 (NPG). Panels reproduced from: c, ref. 49 (NPG);
e, ref. 65 (NPG).

In light of the abovementioned roadblocks affecting the real-world
performance of these cathodes, we next evaluate the chances of
overcoming these barriers and the positioning of these materials
with respect to existing cathodes depending on different figures
of merit.
From a materials perspective, besides continuing the pursuit to
chemically improve the promising Li-rich NMC layered oxides,
efforts are still required to widen the number of M–L couples (with
L beyond oxygen) as well as to widen the range of host structures
showing reversible anionic redox chemistry. This calls for selecting
M–L couples with suitable band positions, a task in which theory
could be of great predictive help if the notion of cationic disorder,
which usually accompanies anionic oxidation, could be properly
incorporated into the calculations. Inorganic chemistry offers at
least two options. As already initiated, one consists in lowering the
energy of the transition metal d states by moving down within the
periodic table (Mn → Ru →Ir) and reducing the U term so that
they approach the O 2p non-bonding states to enhance the chances
of triggering anionic redox while lowering O2 release, but at the
expense of raw material costs. Another option relies on replacing
oxygen with less-electronegative ligands, such as L =S, Se or Te,

so as to raise the energy of the L np non-bonding levels (n =3 for
L =S) which now will approach or penetrate the transition metal
d band, hence the making of various transition metal sulfides (or
selenides, tellurides). By returning to the sulfur chemistry, we will of
course minimize the chances of releasing S2, as the chemical hardness of sulfur is lower than that of oxygen, but at the expense of
a lower voltage. Midway between these two options, oxy-sulfides
seem appealing as they could mitigate O2 release while staying high
in potential, but attempts to make oxy-sulfides with 3d metals have
been unsuccessful, with the exception of amorphous TiOySz (ref. 67).
Finally, a more ambitious challenge could be the identification of
oxides showing solely anionic redox, and a few interesting paths do
exist as long as soft chemistry is used to manipulate some of these
metastable phases.
Parallel to today’s activities on Li-rich NMCs, there is as intense
a push on NMC materials (Fig. 5) to increase their Ni contents, with
the NMC 622 composition already gaining popularity for electric
vehicles. These compositions enable high energy-density batteries (>250 Wh kgcell–1), while showing excellent cycle/calendar life
and preserving safety8,99,100. Further increasing the Ni content and
minimizing the problematic Co results in the even higher-energy
Nature Energy | www.nature.com/natureenergy
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Fig. 5 | Benchmarking Li-rich NMC against NMCs. The spider-chart (a) in the centre of this figure compares electrode materials in terms of six key
figures of merit (b–g) that are important for practical applications. Material-level specific energy (b) and cell-level energy density (considering graphite
anode, c) are compared in detail for the Li-rich NMC relevant herein with the evolving NMC cathodes (111 → 622 →811). Worth noting is that NMC 811
fares equally to Li-rich NMC in terms of cell energy density, a critical metric for electric vehicle applications. Although the two cathodes are similar in
terms of Co content (d), note the poorer energy efficiency of Li-rich NMC (e). Also, the Li-rich NMC currently falls short in terms of cyclability (f) and
power density (g), the former being based on capacity retention as well as voltage fade (over 100 cycles in Li half-cells). The Ragone plot in (g) reports
material-level values and is drawn with a logarithmic scale for specific power. Panels b–e are based on our data and are in accordance with literature7,99,100.
The data in f for Li-rich NMC (filled symbols) are based on: ref. 65 (circle); ref. 97 (diamond); ref. 101 (triangle); and on ref. 100 for NMC 622 (unfilled circles)
and NMC 811 (unfilled triangles). The data in g for Li-rich NMC (filled symbols) are based on: ref. 101 (circles); ref. 102 (diamonds), ref. 103 (triangles); and for
NMC 811 (unfilled symbols) on: ref. 104 (circles), ref. 105 (diamonds) and ref. 106 (triangles). For the sake of comparison, other anionic redox cathodes, such as
layered Li2Ru0.75Sn0.25O3 (LRSO) and disordered rock-salt Li1.2Mn0.4Ti0.4O2 (Li-Mn-Ti-O)76, are also included in b–e. Overall, the spider-chart in (a) indicates
that the enthusiastic expectations generated by the Li-rich NMC phases due to their outstanding specific energy must be reconsidered, as further work is
needed on other frontiers.

NMC 811 composition that is foreseen to be commercialized by
2021. At that stage, Li-rich NMC will no longer be advantageous in
terms of low Co content (Fig. 5d), unless Co-free Li-rich materials
are mastered. Moreover, Li-rich NMCs are intrinsically penalized
by smaller crystallograhic densities as well as lower tap-densities
as compared with NMC phases7, weakening their advantage when
comparing volumetric energy density of full-cells (Fig. 5c). Voltage
hysteresis, sluggish kinetics and voltage fade are other major concerns with Li-rich NMCs, as these issues cause deterioration in,
respectively, the energy efficiency, power density and cyclability
(Fig. 5e–g). Concerning voltage fade, chemists are endeavouring
to use well-selected chemical substitutions to prevent trapping of
cations in tetrahedral sites, or to use surface treatments or to realize
core–shell and concentration-gradient particles. Battery engineers

are also optimistic that voltage fade can be overcome by means of a
sophisticated battery management system (BMS). Solving the issues
of voltage hysteresis and sluggish anionic kinetics is more challenging. A few approaches are being pursued, and the most promising one is nested in the design of materials within which cationic
and anionic redox processes are not decoupled but occur at the
same potential so that cationic redox with fast kinetics can serve
as a redox-mediator for the sluggish anionic process – a situation
offered by the model Li2IrO3 polymorphs. However, achieving such
a specific situation to Li-rich phases made of 3d metals, despite a
plethora of work, is still awaited. Overall, these issues could delay
the market implementation of Li-rich NMCs in comparison to
NMCs because the latter show superiority in numerous figures of
merit, except material specific energy (Fig. 5).
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In summary, through this six years’ research journey on anionicredox-based insertion compounds, we have learned the added value
of model systems not just in revealing fundamental insights but
also in inspiring mitigation strategies that can be implemented in
technologies beyond Li-ion, such as Na-ion for which anionic redox
activity is gaining momentum69,71. We have also learned how the
concepts of theoretical chemistry can rationalize a new mechanism
and guide the design of new materials. Our future direction would
therefore be to master the underlying thermodynamics and kinetics
of anionic redox by bridging between model and practical materials, aided by theory. Such an approach, followed by more complex
considerations such as mesoscale inhomogeneities during electrochemical reactions, is essential for taking high-capacity anionic
redox cathodes beyond the labs and into the market. The chance
of success is high provided that we solve the identified limitations
in due time. This time constraint is dictated by the rapidly shrinking window of opportunity that was expected early on for Li-rich
NMCs because of steady progress realized with NMCs. However,
hope must prevail, since the issues are well-identified and the everimproving synergy between theorists and experimentalists will aid
in finding solutions.
Received: 13 October 2017; Accepted: 22 January 2018;
Published: xx xx xxxx
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